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	How do you use Windows PowerShell to navigate the filesystem, manage files and folders, or retrieve a web page? This introduction to the PowerShell language and scripting environment provides more than 400 task-oriented recipes to help you solve all kinds of problems. Intermediate to advanced system administrators will find more than 100 tried-and-tested scripts they can copy and use immediately.

	

	Updated for PowerShell 3.0, this comprehensive cookbook includes hands-on recipes for common tasks and administrative jobs that you can apply whether you're on the client or server version of Windows. You also get quick references to technologies used in conjunction with PowerShell, including format specifiers and frequently referenced registry keys to selected .NET, COM, and WMI classes.

	
		Learn how to use PowerShell on Windows 8 and Windows Server 2012
	
		Tour PowerShell's core features, including the command model, object-based pipeline, and ubiquitous scripting
	
		Master fundamentals such as the interactive shell, pipeline, and object concepts
	
		Perform common tasks that involve working with files, Internet-connected scripts, user interaction, and more
	
		Solve tasks in systems and enterprise management, such as working with Active Directory and the filesystem



	Exclusive benefit

	

	For book owners, the PowerShell Cookbook offers an always-available, searchable, online edition at powershellcookbook.com/
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Python Geospatial Analysis CookbookPackt Publishing, 2015

	Over 60 recipes to work with topology, overlays, indoor routing, and web application analysis with Python


	About This Book

	
		Explore the practical process of using geospatial analysis to solve simple to complex problems with reusable recipes
	
		Concise step-by-step instructions to teach you...
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Raspberry Pi for Arduino Users: Building IoT and Network Applications and DevicesApress, 2018

	
		Leverage your Arduino skills in the Raspberry Pi world and see how to cross the two platforms into sophisticated programs.
	


	
		The Arduino and Raspberry Pi communities overlap more than you might think. Arduinos can be expanded to have network capabilities with a variety of “shields,” all of which increase...
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Customized Implementation of European Union Food Safety Policy: United in Diversity? (International Series on Public Policy)Palgrave Macmillan, 2018

	
		
			“As a Journal Editor for over twenty-five years, I have read a lot about the European Union. I am often asked, 'what are the major gaps in EU research?' My answer is always 'implementation'. Eva Thomann's book makes a major contribution to EU implementation studies. She brings really fresh thinking to...
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Smarter Outsourcing: An executive guide to understanding, planning and exploiting successful outsourcing relationshipsFT Press, 2009
Experience around the world shows that roughly two-thirds of outsourcing agreements fail to deliver the targeted benefits or create the hoped-for value for shareholders. The reason often given for this level of failure is that outsourcing is an ‘immature’ activity – a rationale that neatly absolves the senior management involved...
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The Technical and Social History of Software EngineeringAddison Wesley, 2013



	“Capers Jones has accumulated the most comprehensive data on every aspect of software engineering, and has performed the most scientific analysis on this data. Now, Capers performs yet another invaluable service to our industry, by documenting, for the first time, its long and fascinating history....
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Advances in Design (Springer Series in Advanced Manufacturing)Springer, 2005
Advances in Design examines recent advances and innovations in product design paradigms, methods, tools and applications. It presents fifty-two selected papers which were presented at the 14th CIRP International Design Seminar held in May 2004 as well as the invited keynote papers. Dr. Waguih ElMaraghy was the conference Chair and Dr. Hoda...
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